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On the cover 

UM grad Tommy Martino, a multimedia specialty intern for MLive in Michigan, on 
the job inside the USS Silversides, a WWII submarine. Martino was on assignment 
covering a volunteer who takes care of the boat, which sits on the Muskegon Lake 
Channel near Lake Michigan. 

See Tommy’s story of navigating disruption on the job, Page 9. 

(Photo by Tony Martino, proud dad.) 
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Intro

What is disruption? What is design? 
These grads are learning, and fast

to start up an online sports news company. (See Page 13.) 
“You’ll have to be creative ... but just go for it.” The specifics 
of Austin’s story, and all the others, show a perseverence and 
creativity that’s worth paying attention to. 

WHERE WE GO NEXT: THINKING BIG

The remaining weeks of the semester promise to be a roller-
coaster ride of case studies of massive change in the industry.  
I’ll share the inside scoop of magazines, newspapers, websites, 
and mobile products I’ve worked on worldwide as an editorial 
strategy and design consultant. For a final project, they will 
expand the scope of this report dramatically, investigating 
how design and disruption are reshaping entire news organi-
zations. They will report back on not just one person, but how 
teams of people are adapting to change; on how entire staff 
structures are being reshaped to accomplish new goals; on 
how strategies are being rethought to increase audience, boost 
revenue, and extend brands through partnerships and events. 

One of my earlier possible titles for the course was “Think Like 
a Publisher.” At the end of this semester, my students should 
be able to do just that. Thanks for checking out their good 
work! 

* * * 

Two annual T. Anthony Pollner Distinguished Professorships 
are made  possible by the generosity of the family of Anthony 
Pollner, a 1999 UM journalism grad who died in a motorcycle 
accident in London in 2001. The newsroom of the campus paper 
and website, the Montana Kaimin, is named in his memory, 
and is housed in facilities made possible by additional support 
by the Pollner family. 

Ron Reason has served for 20 years as a consultant helping to 
redesign and reshape news media companies worldwide. For 
many years he served at The Poynter Institute for Media Studies 
as Faculty Member, Adjunct, or Director of Visual Journalism 
Programs, Publishing and Research. In addition to the Pollner 
seminar course, he helps mentor the student staff of the Kaimin 
newspaper, website and social media teams. 

Twitter: @ronreason
Blog: “Design With Reason: Redesign, Rethinking, Reinvention”
LinkedIn: Ron Reason
Email: ron.reason@mso.umt.edu
(After May 15, 2015: ron@ronreason.com)

While a few of 
them sound a 
tad exhausted 
by keeping 
up with the 
disruption, 
most 
everyone 
shares 
a degree 
of excite-
ment, fun 
and hope 
about 
what they 
are doing 
as well. 

[February 10, 2015, Missoula, Mont.]

The University of Montana School of 
Journalism, in soliciting applications for this very special 
visiting professorship, asks: What new type of course do our 
students need today?   

In considering topics I’d wanted to teach, I settled on the big-
gest issue reshaping the news media daily: disruption. Disrup-
tion covers, of course, the contractions that have rattled the 
mainstream media, but also the massive (and exciting) exper-
imentation, platform expansion, product launching and risk 
taking we are seeing in all areas of news creation and delivery, 
from traditional publishers to entrepreneurs. I also wanted to 
cover design in a broad sense, going beyond graphic identity 
into the design of companies, cultures, workflow, editorial and 
revenue strategies, marketing plans, audience development. 

In debating possible course titles, I landed on “Critical  
Thinking About Design and Disruption.” 

Who better to help us get to the bottom of all this, during 
Week One of our course just started, than recent (well, mostly 
recent) UM grads who are tackling design and disruption, 
head on, on a daily basis? 

DISRUPTION LESSON: YOU GOTTA BE FAST 
 
The interviews that follow were produced in just the first two 
weeks of our course. I asked my students to identify, connect 
with and report back from one U of Montana alum in the field 
who has experienced, or in many cases even caused, disrup-
tion in the news media. 

Their stories run quite a gamut. They are multimedia sports 
and news reporters, freelance cartoonists, public radio blog-
gers, marketing directors, photographers. The specifics of each 
job may differ, but each Grizzly grad shares a powerful story 
of rolling with the punches in order to produce rewarding 
work that makes a difference in their communities. To a great 
extent, they credit their time at the School of Journalism with 
preparing them to be quick to adapt, learn, and grow. While 
a few of them sound a tad exhausted by keeping up with the 
disruption, almost everyone shares a degree of excitement, fun 
and hope about what they are doing as well. 

Their words of wisdom are as applicable to prospective 
students of journalism as they should be to fellow working 
professionals. “Think about what you truly want to do, what 
truly makes you happy, and find a way to do it,” says  
entrepreneur Austin Green, who packed his bags for Spain 

By Ron Reason 
T. Anthony Pollner Distinguished Professor, Spring 2015

University of Montana School of Journalism
Instructor, J494, “Critical Thinking About Design and Disruption” 

http://www.poynter.org
http://www.twitter.com/ronreason
http://www.ronreason.com/designwithreason/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ronreason
http://ronreason.com/designwithreason/about/
http://www.ronreason.com/pollner/
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Designer/Editor
Carli Krueger, 2013

Page Designer/Copy Editor
The Bend Bulletin, Bend, Ore. 

Interview By Nik Dumroese

Carli Krueger has worked at The Bend Bulletin in Bend, Oregon since August 2014. Be-
fore that she was at the Orange County Register for 14 months. “I’m going to talk about 
both because OCR is significantly more interesting for this topic and a better learning 
tool. But it’s also nice to compare them.”

‘You can make a place for yourself in this industry 
if that’s what you really want’

We started to blow deadlines, often for community papers 
because it just wasn’t doable for the copy desk to get it all out 
in time. 

How has it affected your job?
At The Bulletin, my job has remained relatively the same. I do 
graphics more, as we just lost our main graphic guy and are 
trying to replace him. The sports production desk was merged 
with the main copy desk which meant shifts had to be moved 
around to account for sports but that wasn’t a huge deal. 

Personally, all the changes at the Register meant I was working 
above my pay-grade on almost a daily basis. The intention was 
for me to be an apprentice who designed community weeklies. 
By the end of it I was doing the daily business section and even 
the A section, inside and A1 teases. It was great experience for 
me, but probably not ideally what my employers wanted. It 
gave me chances to prove myself I probably wouldn’t have had 
otherwise. 

Did UM prepare you for this?
In someways, yes. UM does not sugar-coat the state of journal-
ism. And I believe if you use the school to your advantage, you 
can leave as prepared as you’ll ever be. 

(But) little can prepare you to watch your coworkers get fired 
because there isn’t enough money. Nothing can prepare you to 
watch it happen three times in six months. Things that might 
seem worrisome at The Bulletin seem like nothing compared to 
OCR. It’s all about context.

Any advice for students entering workforce facing 
disruption?
Be adaptable. It’s the best thing you can be. Find a mentor, 
latch on and get in good. If you can make yourself indispens-
able or close to it, you’ll have some sense of job security. You’re 
just going to have to roll with the punches at times and if jour-
nalism is really something you care about and something you 
want to do, it’ll be worth it. Don’t think the first paper or the 
second paper is where you’ll be forever and have a readiness 
to move. But also remember sometimes you have to wait out 
the bad. It’s scary, but it’s worth it. You can make a place for 
yourself in this industry if that’s what you really want. 

“Find a 
mentor, 
latch on 
and get 
in good. 
If you can 
make yourself 
indispensable 
or close to it, 
you’ll have 
some sense of 
job security.” 

ADVICE 
FROM THE 

FIELD

What is your job?
I am a page designer / copy editor but this also involves a lot of 
wire editing and I make graphics too. At OCR I was just a page 
designer (trainee, then apprentice, a/k/a glorified intern).

Has it changed since you started?
Since I have started at The Bulletin, we’ve had probably 15 
people leave the newsroom. At the beginning of 2014 they cut 
health care so the newsroom has been going through a large 

turnover for the past year. This is in part how I 
got my job as the copy desk opened up a number 
of spots. Our production manager left about two 
months ago. Our publisher retired last week. Our 
editor-in-chief became the publisher today and his 
wife, formerly of the editorial board, is now the 
managing editor. 

OCR went through a number of changes from 
the time I got there to the time I left. I came in 
during a huge hiring spree of full-time employees 

and about 50 graduates they hired for their yearlong trainee 
program. I started off in paid housing which was revoked and 
replaced with a living stipend. We launched several commu-
nity papers and the LA Register while I was there. We bought 
the Press Enterprise. By the time I left, there  had been three 
rounds of layoffs, several of the newly launched papers were 
killed, the LA Register died, three-fourths of the company were 
offered buyouts and remaining employees (myself includ-
ed) were forced to take 10 furlough days over June and July, 
announced June 1.

How has the news organization been disrupted?
Things have remained relatively calm at the Bulletin. We have 
to compensate when new people have to get trained and 
the entire newsroom is required to take two furlough days a 
month, so we aren’t running quite efficiently as we could be. 
The big changes with the publisher are new and I’ve yet to see 
how they will affect the newsroom yet, but I don’t imagine a 
lot is going to change. 

At the Register, it was a constant mess. Morale was in free fall 
and there was very little trust in the newsroom. It became a 
game, really, to have a building full of 400 journalists pretty 
constantly trying to figure out what was going to happen 
next. It was hard to establish any sort of routine with all of the 
changes and everyone, especially production, was overworked. 
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Ryan Corwin, 2008 
Advertising and Marketing Manager

Bob Ward’s Sports & Outdoors, Missoula, MT
Interview By Elizabeth Anderson

Ryan Corwin has been Advertising and Marketing Manager with Bob Ward’s Sports & 
Outdoors since August of 2012. “I handle the brick and mortar advertising, promo-
tions, and brand engagement and growth efforts for the company.” Previously, he 
worked for Mountain Broadcasting as an on-air personality from April 2006 to August 
2012.

‘Don’t become a grinder. If you stop believing 
in what you’re doing, get out’

How did your UM education prepare you to deal with 
the disruption?
“I was one of the first to graduate from the new school, in 
Don Anderson Hall. We used hi def cameras, shot in 1080p, 
and edited in the latest software. Having the experience of 
working with that equipment and learning how to format and 
edit based on the channel (TV, Radio, or web) prepared me 
to jump into almost any broadcast or production field. The 
only education I would have liked to add was how media and 
advertising connect and the politics that are involved.”

Could you elaborate on that? 
“Creating a pure journalist is a wonderful ideal but a very  
naive approach that is somewhat shocking to the novice. I 
didn’t encounter real media buying until a year into my first 
gig in radio. Once I understood what it takes to sell a news 
program I was kind of angry the J school didn’t prepare me for 
it. Keep in mind this was 7 years ago.”

The big picture now seems to be the ‘backpack 
journalist,’ to have ALL the elements literally with 
you even being a freelancer. Not necessarily with an 
industry even attached to you. 
“I don’t believe there is a single channel media anymore. I 
love that concept, the backpack journalist. My buddy Brian is 
a freelancer and he’s been to every corner of the world. I was 
successful in radio because I knew video and news writing. 
I transitioned to advertising because I knew all that AND 
how to sell it. I guess if you consolidate all that down my only 
piece of advice is: get all the tools, know how to use them well, 
then learn how to sell what you’ve made. Why do you think I 
jumped out of selling? I was tired of trying to convince some-
one to buy. Hearing “no” over and over gets old no matter how 
big your fake smile.”

Any advice for new journalists given your experi-
ence facing disruption?
“Don’t become a grinder, someone who just does the job but 
misses the big picture. I wanted to manage BW advertising 
because I believe in the brand. You can add that to the advice: 
if you stop believing in what you’re doing, get out.”

On making 
the leap 
to the 
business 
side: I was 
successful in 
radio because I 
knew video and 
news writing. 
I transitioned 
to advertising 
because I knew 
all that AND 
how to sell it. 

ADVICE 
FROM THE 

FIELD

 Photo: Andrew Benson

Have you noticed disruption in the last 1-2 years? 
“The most noticeable change in the last few years has been 
the emphasis on digital, specifically mobile and retargeting 
advertising. How that relates to new content is summed up by 
the content that drives users to your site or app. Obviously the 
media entity that has the relevant and timely update presented 
in an easily consumable fashion will get the most views.”

How has your organization been disrupted?
“I think the increased prevalence of high quality video and 
audio devices that fit on phones, etc. has made real time news 
easy and more consumable. Meaning people are more likely 
to accept the content because it looks much better than before 
even if all the facts aren’t there. An entire story has become 
less necessary in the age of infotainment and quotable bites. 
What this means for advertisers is more opportunities to get 
our message in front of an audience. However, the audience 
is more fractured than ever. We have to place our advertising 
message on more media channels (digital and traditional) and 
therefore spend more.”

Right, just to make it happen and get the advertise-
ment out there. Percentage wise how much more 
do you think the company invests in advertising/
marketing than in previous years?
“Actually the spend hasn’t increased much. That’s not the case 
with all companies but we’ve managed to squeeze more from 
our existing budget. The strategy is simple. Because digital has 
fractured the audience into so many different segments, we 
ask that the cost (rates) reflect that divided audience. A niche 
always costs less than the whole audience.”

Corwin said his marketing position has allowed him to 
oversee companywide development for five stores and online. 
As he oversees new branding and brand standards, creative 
development are part of the process. His research, new design 
methods and compliance with internal and external teams 
have provided an outlet for his cooperative marketing assets.

It sounds like you’ve really participated in the 
change process. 
“Yeah. I guess our generation in particular has helped the 
workforce in the ‘change.’ ”

Director Marketing
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Director Broadcaster
Aaron Flint, 2004 

Radio Talk Show Host, Blogger, Freelance TV Reporter
Northern Broadcasting System, Billings, Montana

Interview By Ashley Roness

‘You have to adapt to any situation. 
Something is always gonna break’
Aaron Flint is a 2004 graduate of the University of Montana School of Journalism. 
While attending the university he also served on the student government (ASUM) and 
as an officer in Montana’s Army National Guard. Currently Flint hosts the popular 
statewide talk radio show “Voices of Montana.” In addition, he is the editor of a daily 
online news and commentary blog called “The Flint Report.”

Has your job changed since you started work?
“I’ve had to assist with our digital sales department and do 
some of my own very limited sales, since we are a small com-
pany. However; I make sure that I am not too involved in han-
dling my own sales and certain clients since I host a statewide 
radio talk show that often covers controversial topics. Even if I 
take a stand on an issue, it is important that people know you 
aren’t just saying something simply because you were paid to 
do so.”  

“That being said, it seems almost everyone in local radio at 
least does sales and on-air work anymore, which can blur the 
lines between content and sales. This will become especially 
challenging with the increased focus on digital media and the 
focus on clicks over content from the sales departments and 
management.” 

How has the news organization been disrupted or 
how is it disrupting?
“Technical challenges can be the greatest disruption in TV 
and radio – whether it is a live shot going down during a live 
shot on TV, or no access to a phone line during a live remote 
for radio.”

What disruption have you experienced?
“When I first started hosting the statewide radio show, we 
only had an analog mixer for live remotes. I was broadcasting 
at a Montana Manufacturing event in Lewistown and could 
not get access to a phone line. Since I couldn’t use a cellphone 
with the old analog mixer, I ended up using my Blackberry 
cellphone for the full hour and passed it back and forth like a 
microphone.”  

“At another instance, I was broadcasting from Ruby’s Café 
in Missoula – same issue, no phone line. So I just passed my 
phone back and forth at one of the café booths. At the end 
of the day – that can work for talk radio, it’s a reminder that 
what we do is simply have conversations with folks, and want 
people to have the feeling that they are listening in on (and 
joining in on) the coffee table conversations all across the 
state.”

Has it affected your job?
“It’s just a reminder that you have to prepare for contin-
gencies all the time.  It’s also a reminder that when you’re a 

smaller outfit that you will have to be prepared for anything 
and recognize that technical difficulties will cut into program-
ming time.”

Did your education at UM prepare you to deal with 
it?
“Definitely. We were always taught to think on our feet and 
improvise. No matter what happens, you have to know that 
the red light will come on and you have to be ready to start 
talking. The fact that the UM broadcast program teaches you 
every aspect and role of the industry allows you to adapt to 
any situation.”

“Do you have any advice for students or others 
dealing with the same disruption?”
“Go through a planning process, similar to what military 
officers and NCO’s do with regard to Operations Orders.  They 
come up with various courses of action and war-game them, 
what’s the pro/con and unforeseen circumstance that could 
come out of each scenario. Take the, ‘you got one, you got 
none,’ approach to technology and guests. Something is always 
gonna break, and a guest will always no-show.”

The lines 
between 
content 
and sales 
will become 
especially 
challenging 
with the 
increased focus 
on digital 
media and the 
focus on clicks 
over content 
from the sales 
departments 
and 
management.

ADVICE 
FROM THE 

FIELD
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Producer
Galen Murray, 2014

Action Sports Video Producer
Two Plank Productions, Crested Butte, Colo.

Interview By Amanda Bryant

‘J-students are required to sell our stories,
and ourselves, to be successful’
Upon graduation, Galen Murray began working as a logger at Warm Springs Produc-
tions while doing side projects including the “Between the Parks” YouTube series to 
promote Montana tourism. Last October, he moved to Crested Butte, Colo., to work for 
action sports event and film production company Two Plank Productions. 

How did the UM School of Journalism prepare you?
“The biggest things for me were editing and shooting expe-
rience, experience working under deadlines and real world 
project experience.  I also appreciated the networking and 
connections the UM faculty gave me.”

Where have you seen the most disruption? 
“Part of being in journalism is understanding that media plat-
forms are constantly evolving and learning how to adapt and 
remain relevant. The biggest thing in my field (action sports 
film) is the rise in online video distribution and subsequent 
drop off in DVD sales. We can’t rely on just making ski movies 
anymore. As a result companies like us, Stept Productions, 
TGR, MSP, etc. are expanding to full studio capabilities, such 
as commercial production, brand partnerships, and specifical-
ly in our case, live event production and broadcast. A recent 
example of this would be our live coverage of the snowmobile 
racing X Games qualifiers at Crested Butte.”

What’s the role of versatility?
“I think this is a major advantage we had as J-School students.  
Working on projects we are required to have the technical 
knowledge, such as editing software, video cameras and still 
photography. We are also required to sell our stories, and 
ourselves to be successful. By this I mean we have to give a 
convincing pitch to get the job, sell the story to the people we 
want to be in it and then build a video, photo, multimedia or 
print story that will build our portfolio.  In my own experience 
I’ve worked in radio, social media, film, print and photogra-
phy.  Each of these experiences has given me a more diverse 
portfolio and more connections, which has been vital to 
remaining relevant.”

Talk more about ‘Between the Parks.’ How hard was 
it to execute? 
“This was a concept created by my friend and former UM 
student Domenico Cianciotto. The basic idea was to create 
a YouTube miniseries that promoted the areas between the 
national parks that tourists didn’t hear about before. We 
roadtripped from Yellowstone up to Glacier, stopping at places 
along the way, such as Lewis and Clark caverns, Bannack 
ghost town, hot springs, waterfalls, Butte, candy shops, lakes 
and other attractions. We ran it through the YouTube channel 
Epic Montana, who got us the funding from the state through 
grants and tourism funds.”

“This was our first big project. We had all done some freelanc-
ing and school projects, but this was entirely ours from con-
cept to production, marketing and distribution. This a great 
learning experience, but didn’t come without its challenges.  
We had to go from scratch to create something we thought 
would be successful. We were also working with a very small 
budget, so we had to use limited equipment.  Also, this being 
a freelance production and side project for all of us, we had to 
work around our job schedules to find time to shoot and edit.  
I worked as chief editor on the project and it was frustrating 
trying to put together all our visions and Epic Montana’s idea 
of what the show would look like. I also had to work on it at 
the same time I was making the move to Colorado. I think it 
was the most educational experience I’ve ever had, though. It 
also inspired me to give up a pretty comfortable job, financial-
ly, at Warmsprings, to pursue what I really want to do, which 
is outdoor and action sports film. Being on the road and 
shooting a project like that was an awesome experience, and 
definitely something I want to do again.”

Are you freelance? 
“Yes and no.  I do still work on my own projects, both in photo 
and video.  I also do some freelance editing.  This only gets me 
so much income, though, so I also work for Two Plank Pro-
ductions as a staff editor/cinematographer/PA (photographer’s 
assistant) and salesman.  I would like to eventually move more 
toward freelance work, though, so I can have more creative 
control and work for who I want.  As far as where the industry 
is going, I would also say that’s a yes and no.  I’ve seen a rise in 
collectives, such as Camp 4 Collective, Sherpas Cinema and 
Sweetgrass Productions.  What this means is they employ the 
same shooters, editors, PAs, directors, DPs, etc. when they 
produce projects, but those people also have their own work 
on the side.  The action sports companies in particular all have 
a few full time staff employees, but contract other employees 
for their big projects.

What big challenges await journalists?
“If you don’t have a varied and wide skill set, you’ll be beat out 
by someone that does.  You also have to be up to date on the 
new media coming out.  Snapchat just released a feature that 
allows you to watch select channels and news in snap form.  
Things like that become standard and expected real fast and 
if someone isn’t up on that, they’ll be seen as outdated and 
unqualified.  It’s a crazy fast world we live in, especially in the 
media and journalism fields.”

Action sports 
film companies 
can’t rely on 
just making 
ski movies 
anymore. 
We are 
expanding 
into full 
studios, brand 
partnerships, 
live event 
production. 

ADVICE 
FROM THE 

FIELD

Video
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Photographer
Tommy Martino

Multimedia Specialty Intern
MLive Media Group, Muskegon, Mich. 

Interview By Brea Gaudioso

‘I had to learn to be my own editor; you’ve gotta 
be able to bang that story out as fast as possible’
Tommy Martino is a multimedia specialty intern for MLive, a community news 
multimedia publishing group. He says, “90% of what I do is photography although I do 
take video and write occasionally. We are also trying out a cooking show that I will be 
involved with.”   

How has your news organization been disrupted?
“Everything goes online right when you’re done. As a photog-
rapher, I am my own editor. There is no copy editor and no 
eyes on my things before they go live on the web. I also have to 
write and produce video sometimes.” 

Has work changed since you started? How?
“I got sick and had to leave for surgery at the end of summer. 
When I came back, the next day my boss passed away from a 
brain aneurysm. All of a sudden I became one of the people 
who had the most experience on staff and I’m just an intern. 
They got a stand-in, and eventually a new boss, but my point is 
sometimes people leave and you’ve got to take on more work.” 

Any more recent changes?
“Yeah. Yesterday was a big change day. They promoted the 
sports production manager and aren’t planning on filling his 
position. MLive has a huge reach for sports so it was big news.” 
Tommy expressed concerns about insufficient layers of editing 
and the risk of mistakes being published. “We normally have 
two year-round paid interns and starting this summer we will 
only have one intern for a few months.”

Do you feel like UM prepared you for this?
“The way MLive works is completely different then the 
J-school. I went from doing three to four photos for the 
Kaimin (campus newspaper) to doing five a day, and most of 
the time every assignment needs a photo gallery with about 10 
good photos. It’s a lot more work.”

“But, hey. They can’t teach every paper’s style. What they 
should be doing though is teaching everyone online first 
because that’s how things are going everywhere.”

Any advice for students entering the workforce 
and facing disruption?
“You’ve gotta be quick on your feet. You’ve gotta adapt because 
if you don’t you will not make it. I had to learn to be my own 
editor and yeah it sucked, but you’ve gotta be able to bang that 
story out as fast as possible and you can’t make mistakes. 

“Starting a blog is really important. Make sure you know how 

to shoot an assignment and get more than three usable pho-
tos. For my assignments I need 10 great photos.  Same with 
stories. I need to write on deadline as fast as possible without 
mistakes.”

Starting 
a blog 
is really 
important. 
Make sure 
you know how 
to shoot an 
assignment and 
get more than 
three usable 
photos.

ADVICE 
FROM THE 

FIELD

Multimedia

Photo: Tony Martino (Tommy’s dad)

Producer
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Photographer
Hugh Carey, 2010

Photo Intern
MLive Media Group, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Interview By Evan Frost

A big new challenge for photojournalism:  
Balance user-generated content with quality
Hugh Carey has found that the picture for the paper is less often 
coming from the person whose job it is to take it. The prevalence of 
smart phones has turned the camera from an independent instru-
ment into one blade of a media Swiss Army Knife that 56 percent of 
Americans keep in their pocket. 

What’s one of the biggest areas of 
disruption you’ve seen? 
“Everyone is a photographer with their 
smart phones. They already happen to 
be at the scene of an accident and posted 
on Twitter before the photographer even 
grabbed his camera and left the newsroom,” 
Carey says.  

Some large news corporations are capitaliz-
ing on citizen journalists at the expense of 
their own photographers. With the launch of 
it’s new app, iReport, CNN laid off 50 photo-
journalists and editors. They cited the rise of 
social media and user-generated content as 
key in making these jobs “redundant.”
Anyone can post to Ireport, but don’t expect 
any compensation for your content outside 
of virtual badges. There’s even an assignment 
desk where you can see what CNN wants 
you to cover. 

Newsrooms haven’t completely pushed professional photog-
raphers to the side, as some moments require a veteran eye to 
convey the moment. 

“Sure,” he says, “the onlookers at the scene already have the 
photos but it is the photojournalist’s job to make it look com-
pelling.”

Carey has witnessed newsrooms doing their best to find a 
balance between user-generated content and quality journal-
ism. This involves monitoring Facebook, Twitter, Instagram 
and other social media platforms for usable content as well as 
providing staff photographers the means to turn their images 
in from the field. The use of EyeFi, which can send photos 
directly from the camera to the newsrooms, and similar pro-
grams are becoming commonplace and iPads accompany just 
about every photographer. 

Talk about the role of versatility. 
Carey has found success as a photojournalist by being a mas-
ter of multitasking and efficiency.

 “Deadlines are turned into whenever you can send the 
photos in ASAP for online content. You would be a qualifying 
photojournalist if you can shoot great photos, edit with clean 
and accurate captions, and send it in all within minutes. Then 
move onto the next assignment and repeat.”

Photojournalists today are required to have a more diverse set 
of skills than ever before. It’s no longer a market of those who 
can take the best photo, but who turn it in first. 

How did UM prepare you for work in the field? 
Graduating from UM in 2010, Carey says the technology 
made available in the new journalism building was key to 
his success. “In the new building, we became tech savvy. We 
learned how to use all sorts of programs, from stills to video to 
workflow systems. We had to be our own problem solvers.”

Learning 
programs – 
from stills 
to video to 
workflow – 
teaches 
you to be 
a  problem 
solver
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Cartoonist
Callan Berry, 2013

Freelance Cartoonist and Illustrator
The Stranger (Seattle) and elsewhere

Interview By Gracie Ryan

‘Something you want to change? Go with it, 
be vocal, push it’
Callan Berry works as a freelance writer and cartoonist. “My 
job description consists of pitching pieces to potential clients, 
and then completing said pieces. Also, trying to eat.”

Have those responsibilities 
changed since you started 
working in the professional 
world? How so? 
“As I move away from conventional 
employment, and more into the 
world of full-time freelance, my job 
description has only changed in the 
amount of pitching I do to potential 
clients. Additionally, as I used to fo-
cus on trying to get individual pieces 
into papers, I now also try to focus 
on pitching reoccurring features. 
Also having much less to eat.”

How have you participated in 
disruption? In other words, 
what are you doing to push 
buttons, make changes, make 
a splash in the industry, etc.? 
“I guess I personally try to point out 
injustice through absurdity? Is that 
a good answer? I really like letting people’s awful decisions/
quotes speak for themselves. The news association I am most 
closely associated with, Seattle’s The Stranger, falls in line with 
my writing style pretty well, and is known for their highly 
liberal, highly critical content, covering gun control, LGBT 
rights, crime (my forte), and pot. It’s a paper trying to raise the 
standard of what an audience should expect from Alt-Week-
lies. Also, sometimes they feed me. That’s nice of them.”

How have these disruptions affected your job? 
“They haven’t really! I’ve always been more of a disruptor than 
a disruptee. I like watching people squirm. It feeds me. But not 
like actual food does.”

Did your education at UM prepare you to deal with 
these disruptions? How so? Or how not so? 
“Yes and no. UM is such a closed microcosm, everything there 
seems so intensified. Things I worried about writing then I 
wouldn’t give a second thought now. Comments, criticisms, 
etc. seemed to matter so much more when I was writing to a 
fairly small audience, and it made me afraid to rabble-rouse 
as much as I wish I did in retrospect. Is this answering the 
question? I guess I wish (and keep in mind this is with the ex-
perience of a theatre major that just busted into the journalism 
scene with no right to be there and barely any time to learn 

before graduation) that I had a bigger sense of the world when 
I was at UM, and not to worry so much about the specific 
audience I was writing for, but what kind of writer I wanted to 
be after UM.
Do you participate in change processes? How so? 
“I do! Any chance as a journalist (hell, a writer) you get to 
muck shit up, do it. It’s almost always worth the experience.” 

Do you have any advice for someone entering the 
workplace and facing disruption? 
“Any career advice? Gosh. I don’t know. If you like eating, try 
not to freelance? Regarding disruption, it’s all about what is 
being disrupted: Something you want to change? Go with it, 
be vocal, push it. Something you don’t want changed? Fight it, 
be vocal, push back.”

I’ve always 
been 
more of a 
disruptor 
than a 
disruptee. I 
like watching 
people squirm. 
It feeds me. But 
not like actual 
food does.
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Reporter
Anthony (AJ) Mazzolini, 2011

Sports Reporter
The Missoulian, Missoula, MT

Interview By Katherine Jenkins

Using tools like Twitter as a resource 
for news gathering, audience building
Anthony (AJ) Mazzolini is a up-in-coming sports reporter for the Missoulian in 
Missoula, Montana. This University of Montana alum has seen constant change at the 
newspaper since he started there two years ago. Mazzolini didn’t see this as a draw-
back. Instead it was an opportunity to “disrupt” the system himself.

With your time at the Missoulian, what 
roles have you taken on?
“The first year I started, I was covering high school 
sports, which was nice because it was always going 
on. In the summers I covered the Osprey baseball 
team here in Missoula.” 

“Recently, I started covering the Griz (U of 
Montana) games, and that is when I started my 
video previews and recaps, something I have really 
enjoyed doing.”

How have news organizations been dis-
rupted?
“I have seen a lot of change in the short time being 
here, mostly just a movement focusing on web and 
multimedia instead of print. The Missoulian is defi-
nitely doing their part to be known on the web.”

How has this affected your job?
“I think a lot more is being asked of me then 
someone in my position would have five years ago. 
But I have seen it as an opportunity to expand my 
audience.” 

“If I was to do a story about a high school team, I 
would include their Twitter handles to keep them 
involved in the story, and I’ve gotten a really good 
response from that. I also see it as a resource. Twit-
ter has totally changed the game on how reporters 
cover the recruiting season, going on right now. I 
have used Twitter to connect with these players, 
something that would have been much more diffi-
cult to do before.” 

Any advice for a young journalist entering the work 
force?
“Be ready to do anything and everything, because I guaran-
tee that will be asked of you. I started out strictly as a print 
reporter, but had to pick up video very quickly. Now it’s one of 
my favorite things to do.”   

I started out 
strictly as a 
print reporter, 
but had to 
pick up video 
very quickly. 
Now it’s 
one of my 
favorite 
things to 
do.
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Says Anthony: “Twitter has totally changed the game on how 
reporters cover the recruiting season, going on right now.” Check 
out his Twitter page @ajmazzolini 
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Reporter Entrepreneur
Austin Green, 2014

Multimedia Publisher
Los Crossovers, Spanish Sports Website

Interview By Kayla Robertson

‘Hands-on reporting experience I got as a student 
gave me the confidence to start my own project’
Austin Green, a 2014 UM grad, moved to Spain to start his own multimedia platform, 
Los Crossovers. He covers the Spanish basketball Liga ACB and top NBA teams in 
Spain with occasional help from his friends and colleagues.

Discuss where you work and what you do.
“I am a 2014 UM graduate living in Spain. To pay my bills, 
I work 16 hours a week as an assistant English teacher at an 
elementary school in Madrid.”

“The English teaching supports me financially while I run my 
independent journalism venture — a website about profes-
sional basketball in Spain — which I am not attempting to 
monetize right now. Eventually, I may try to sell ads. I will 
definitely try to sell some freelance work this spring/summer. 
But for now, I don’t need to make money directly off the site, 
and the English teaching allows me that luxury.”

Has it changed since you started?
“There are a few key factors in the journalism industry that led 
me to my current situation.” 

“First, the internet has democratized journalism to such an 
extent that journalists who wish to work internationally no 
longer have to work their way up the tall ladder to become 
a foreign correspondent. Back in the day, if you wanted to 
report from a different country, you had to bust your ass at a 
news organization for years to earn the trust it would take for 
them to send you abroad. Then, after years of work, you would 
maybe, just maybe, be lucky enough to work at an internation-
al bureau. But it took a ton of work and a ton of luck. 

“Thanks to the internet, I had the luxury to bypass all that. I 
simply packed my bags and moved abroad. Thanks to Twitter, 
Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, WordPress, etc., my work is 
guaranteed to be seen by readers and editors if I package it 
correctly.” 

“Secondly, the disruption within the industry, particularly the 
plummeting of ad sales and print revenues, was a major factor 
in my decision.” 

How has your organization disrupted — or been 
disrupted?
“Between my junior and senior year at UM, I was lucky 
enough to intern at the Salt Lake Tribune. Before I arrived, the 
paper had made one round of layoffs. I started the first week 
of June, and there were already empty desks in the newsroom. 
My first day on the job, another intern from UM and I sat 
in on an editors’ meeting. The managing editor of the paper 
broke the news that they would be making more cuts in the 
near future.

“Right after I finished my internship and returned to Missou-
la, the hammer came down, and many good journalists I had 
worked with lost their jobs. This, of course, was not an isolated 
event. There were massive layoffs at major publications all over 
the country.” 

“So, at the start of my senior year, I decided I had two options 
after graduation: bounce around from internship to internship 
(with varying levels of not-so-great pay) and hope I landed a 
‘full-time’ gig, which I could very easily be laid off from at any 
given moment.” 

“Or, I could find a different way to support myself financially, 
while living where I want to live and doing the stories I want 
to do on deadlines I set myself. For me, the choice was easy.” 

“Of course, my situation is still temporary. I don’t want to 
teach English for more than a year or two, and I’m hoping my 
independent work eventually leads to a financially stable gig 
with some job security. I have no idea what will happen or 
where I’ll be in a couple years, but I’m hopeful and confident.” 

Any advice for people entering the workforce soon 
and facing disruption?
“As for my advice to journalists entering the workforce: Think 
about what you truly want to do, what truly makes you happy, 
and find a way to do it. You’ll have to be creative, you may 
have to work a non-journalism job to support yourself while 
you figure things out, but just go for it. Throw your heart and 
your soul and your passion into it and hope it works out. And 
if it doesn’t, well dammit, at least you tried.” 

How did your UM education prepare you to deal 
with the real world? 
“In terms of if UM helped me prepare for this: hell yeah. The 
hands-on reporting experience I got as a student gave me 
the confidence to start my own project. It gave me the skills 
and the confidence necessary to approach sources and press 
departments and fellow journalists as if I belong even though 
I’m young and they’ve never heard of me or my website.”

“The most important and beneficial classes I took at UM were 
(in no particular order) Public Affairs Reporting, Montana 
Journalism Review, Media Law, Ethics and Trends, and Keith 
Graham’s class about the business side of being a freelancer 
– that one in particular was so influential on what I’m doing 
now.”  

Journalists who 
wish to work 
internationally 
no longer have 
to work their 
way up the 
tall ladder 
to become 
a foreign 
correspondent. 
I simply 
packed 
my bags 
and moved 
abroad. 
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Photographer
Patrick Record, 2013
News Photographer

Ann Arbor News/MLive.com, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Interview By Delaney Kutsal

‘Slow down, take a beat, you know, wait until your 
story is done, see how it pans out’
Patrick Record received his degree from the University of Montana School of Journal-
ism in 2014, with a focus in photojournalism and multimedia. Record now works at 
The Ann Arbor (MI) News as a photographer, where he covers everything from live-ac-
tion pictures of the University of Michigan sports teams to behind the scene photos of 
the police.

What are some things you are doing that are new 
and exciting? How are you changing the game? How 
are you causing disruption?

“I’m definitely pushing photos out there a lot faster than I ever 
have. I now have this new wireless card, and I send photos, 
directly to my phone, and I have a Photoshop app as well, 
on my phone so I’ll edit photos real quick so when I cover 
UM [Michigan] basketball, and when there’s a timeout, I will 
literally send that photo to my phone, just crop it or tone it or 
whatever I need to do right there, and Tweet the photo so by 
the time we’re at timeout it’s already up and our reporters are 
sending it out there.”

How did your UM education prepare you for social 
media work and all the things that are changing in 
the journalism world?

“I don’t know how much it did, social media wise... I took the 
Native News course with Jeremy Lurgio and we were the first 
ones to say, ‘Okay lets do an Instagram account for Native 

News’ and we started it and we were using it a little bit, but do 
I feel we pushed it as much as we should have, or could have? 
No.”

“You know, me working for a web-first publication, like right 
now, there was a missing woman, and she was found in her car 
in a parking lot, dead, and within minutes I heard the scanner, 
I got there, I got photos and we were tweeting those photos 
for our story, but that’s what we need. You know you need that 
quick response.”

What kind of problems did you have in your first 
career? What were you not expecting?

“I came here as an intern first, I pretty much tried to take too 
big of a chunk out of things. Like I always wanted to do so 
much, I needed more direction. 

“I think it’s learning to slow down, take a step back, find what’s 
really going to be good and work on that. I feel like a lot of 
people share too early. Let your story develop, let it happen 
and then share it. Because sometimes people are so fast to put 
things out there, I feel like you’re not necessarily putting your 
best work out there because you’re so excited. But, slow down, 
take a beat, you know, wait until your story is done, see how it 
pans out. I think it’s just a matter of being patient.”

What disruption will be coming for you this year?

“I’m definitely looking for ways to push the envelope. A 
big thing now is people do double exposures with old film 
cameras, and I recently discovered you can do it with a DSLR 
camera. So I would love to try and do that and get them sent 
to my phone and get them out right away.”

You need to 
work fast to 
get the story 
out there as 
it’s developing, 
but balance 
that with 
enough 
patience 
to get it 
right. 
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Patrick Record, left, snaps a photo of 
Michigan quarterback, Devin Gardner, right, 
after they upset Notre Dame in 2013.
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Director 
Billie Lowen, 2013

Marketing and Communications Director
Holt International Children’s Services, Eugene, Ore.

Interview By Jess Neary

Who’s your audience? Who are you talking to? 
Switch up your styles for different users, media.  
Billie Loewen is a former Editor-in-Chief of the Montana Kaimin campus 
newspaper, who now works at Holt International Children’s Services, a 
non-profit based in Eugene, Ore., that pioneered the practice of international 
adoption, and remains the largest international adoption agency. Holt works 
to keep struggling families together whenever possible, prevent child abandon-
ment, provide the highest level of care to orphans, and find in-country or in-
ternational adoptive families for children who cannot remain with their own. 

Describe your duties?  
Loewen is their marketing and communications 
director, but applied to the company as a part-time 
writer. Right now, she plans and carries out fundrais-
ing appeals with printed media and online fundrais-
ing, but she likes to be personally involved with each 
project as much as possible. “It’s a very hands-on, I am 
typically the person who is coordinating the first-step 
strategy and sometimes also the person designing, 
writing, basically doing all sorts of things.” 

How did you get to this position? 
“I knew that my priority was moving, and I really wanted an 
experience living in a different state. My fiancé and I decided 
to move to Eugene. Unfortunately there wasn’t a lot of hiring 
for my skill set. I knew a lot people in the area but I couldn’t 
turn anything into a position. Holt was hiring a part time writ-
er but I was still very set on working on some kind of media so 
I wasn’t planning on staying permanently.” 

How has that changed since you started? 
The company was in a state of identity crisis when Loewen was 
hired. She brought new ideas and quickly was promoted to 
start implementing her skills as a journalist and media advisor.  
“The visuals, social media and overall voice weren’t working 
for a broader audience. We looked dated, which turned me off 
when I considered working for Holt. Coming from the School 
of Journalism, I had a rare skill set. I could look at their mar-
keting and communication approaches holistically, and across 
all media platforms. My comfort with online publishing, social 
media analytics and SEO (search engine optimization) helped, 
too.” 

How has disruption impacted the organization?
Holt International, like a lot of non-profits, is heavily reliant 
on donations from the baby boomer generation and above. 
Their marketing strategy was primarily focused on bringing 
in this audience, but Loewen saw the potential to expand. 
“The support-base at Holt is generally aged 40+ — and our 
marketing was really only segmented to reach that audience. 
You can send a baby boomer a letter with a thousand words 
of text, and they’ll respond by sending a check. However, that 
same tactic isn’t going to work for a millennial supporter. To 
engage younger, more diverse audiences, we needed to employ 

different tactics. And, we really needed a different look.” 
How did this affect your job? 
“A big project of mine has been moving Holt to a more robust 
web model of marketing and communication. Rather than 
relying on a traditional print magazine, we’ve remodeled our 
blog and the look and feel of the web site — although we’re 
still in that process.”

How did UM prepare you to deal with disruption? 
“I think it’s the way that you learn multiple media. When I 
graduated, I could write, design, break down data, engage 
people on social media and quickly segment audiences. It’s 
the cross section of skills that creates value. The ability to tell 
stories in multiple ways, whether through an infographic or 
a video, allows you to capture more people. Nonprofits, in 
particular, have to do more with less. That’s why hiring people 
with robust skill sets is the best. Journalism also makes you 
trend-savvy. You learn to spot new trends quickly.” 

Any advice for those entering the working world?
“Yes, be very confident but also willing to continue to learn. 
Understand that you have more skills than you give yourself 
credit for. Do what you feel passionate about. It took me a 
while to let go of journalism and realize marketing and com-
munications is a much better fit for me. My job is never easy 
but I like the pace, I like the work and I care about the cause, 
which makes me successful in that role.” 

Be very 
confident but 
also willing 
to continue 
to learn. 
Understand 
that you 
have more 
skills than 
you give 
yourself 
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Among improvements Billie has made for the adoption agency: 
revamping the home page for the website.  
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Writer/Designer
Brianna Loper, 2014

Business Reporter/Designer
The Daily Inter Lake, Kalispell, Mont.

Interview By Paul Nocchi

‘I found that I loved being a print person 
once I gave it a try’
Brianna Loper, business reporter and designer at The Daily Inter Lake in Kalispell, 
Mont., says her job has changed significantly since she began. 

Talk about how your job has changed since you 
began? 
“I’ve actually had to adjust quite a bit while working for the 
Daily. Originally, I was a photo intern; that’s all I wanted to do. 
But then I changed to print because that’s the type of reporter 
they were hiring, and I wanted to be available to them. So I 
was hired as a business reporter and designer for my section, 
but I was also taking pictures for my stories. Interestingly 
enough, I found that I loved being a print person once I gave 
it a try.  

How has your news organization disrupted or been 
disrupted? 
“When I was hired as a business reporter, we lost three mem-
bers of our newsroom. The budget cuts have made it impossi-
ble to hire other reporters, so there was a lot of slack I had to 
help pick up, which made me less available for the beat I was 
originally assigned to cover.

How has this disruption affected your job? 
“I was originally hired as a business reporter, but because our 
staff size decreased, I have been covering cops and courts, city 
council, legislature, and writing feature stories. The entertain-

ment section only has one editor now, so not only do I have to 
budget my time for my stories, but for my design too. 

“When I’m not laying out pages for my business section, I am 
helping design a weekly publication called “This Week in the 
Flathead.” This publication is designed on Wednesdays, so this 
means I can’t work on my own beat one day out of the week.”

How has your UM education prepared you to deal 
with disruption? 
“The journalism school is very well rounded; I knew about de-
sign and reporting from classes I took there and even though I 
didn’t do what I originally intended – photos – I had the skills 
I needed to try a new job. I know I wouldn’t have been able 
to do this without the journalism school and their ‘jack-of-all 
trades’ approach to the field.

Any advice for entering the workforce? 
“Don’t be afraid to try something new. Even if it’s not what you 
set out to do, just do it; you will get great experience and learn 
a ton. And who knows, you may end up loving it.”

You may find 
you have to 
adapt your 
skills to 
whatever job 
openings that 
come up. And 
you may 
find you 
end up 
loving it.
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A sample of 
Brianna’s reporting 
and design work for 
the Daily Interlake 
newspaper. 
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News Blogger
Lizzy Duffy, 2012 

News Blogger
Oregon Public Broadcasting, Portland, Ore.

Interview By Ric Sanchez

‘I realized the newsroom was hungry for how 
my age group consumes and interacts with news’
Before she gets into disruption, Lizzy Duffy flexes some Missoula street cred: “I’ve been 
to all of Missoula’s breweries, I’ve hiked The M at night, I’ve been in the journalism 
school until the wee hours of the morning, and I’ve had a Dead Hipster photo as my 
Facebook profile picture (and lived to tell the tale).”

How did you get to OPB?
“It’s a little complicated, but here’s the watered-down version: 
While interning at NPR in D.C., a mentor recommended that 
I reach out to member stations that I would be interested in 
working at, so I sent emails to many western stations with my 
resume.”

“I heard back from a few, but OPB was the most 
responsive and open to my skill set. We were in touch 
for nine months before I moved to Portland on my 
own accord. When I was offered my position, the HR 
manager told me that my continued interest in the 
brand played a big part in getting the job.”

What was the job title you had when you 
applied?
“I applied for the news blogger position, which 

means I write between three and five posts a day. I also do 
breaking news coverage in tandem with radio reporters. The 
company is hiring quite a bit, so right now I’m also filling in 
on social media for OPB News.”

How have you made yourself valuable to your news-
room in terms of innovation?
“There’s a lot to be said about being the youngest in the 
newsroom. Being a year in, I have a little more credit, but I 
realized that the newsroom was hungry for how my age group 
consumes and interacts with news.”

What’s your favorite Twitter account?
“Right now, @BrandsSayingBae or @ThisAmerChart.”

Did the School of Journalism prepare you for a mod-
ern-day newsroom?
“This is a tough question to answer because I didn’t really 
know what I needed until I entered the workforce. I did all the 
classes I was supposed to do for a print journalism major, but 
until I was covering stories on a deadline, they were all just 
lessons.

“Looking back now, if I could do my education over again, I 
would have studied computer science or economics. Coding 
and understanding data sets are so important to newsrooms 
today.

What do you see your job looking like in 10 years?
“Another tough one. After my journey to where I am today, 

it’s hard to imagine where I’m headed from here. I would like 
to get more involved in radio reporting, maybe podcasting. I 
have a dream of starting a tech podcast one day. I also would 
like to keep working in creating communities around a brand, 
whether that’s OPB or another company.”

What changes in journalism have you witnessed 
during your time in the workforce?
“Probably more than I can count. I’ve witnessed a lot of down-
sizing in the last few years as newsrooms try to right them-
selves. I’ve seen the audience find a place in news, shaping the 
way that journalists tell stories (open comments, social media 
and NPR One have all played factors for OPB). I’ve seen a lot 
of young journalists create incredibly innovative pieces early 
in their careers. I’ve seen so many media crossover projects 
that wouldn’t have been possible just 15 years ago. One of my 
favorites is Seven Digital Deadly Sins from the Guardian.

Favorite story you’ve covered for OPB?
I really enjoyed doing “Oregon’s Most Haunted Places” just in 
time for Halloween. It was awesome to learn about the state’s 
history and share it with interested readers.

What was it like covering Portland’s Ferguson pro-
tests? I saw your Vines and tweets; was that your 
call or an editor’s?
“It was very busy. The first night I stayed in the newsroom 
and helped keep the facts straight for the reporters in the field 
while watching a live stream.

“The next night, I walked around with protesters, which was a 
cool way to try different social tools on a widely used hashtag. 
Both days were mostly my call. I checked a couple things with 
the news editor before tweeting on OPB News, but when I 
was on my own handle, that was all me. I actually thought it 
was too much in the moment, and my phone was never far 
from my face, so I was pleased that a number of my followers 
appreciated my coverage.”

How many coffee mugs have you accumulated 
working in journalism?
“Oh, God, like 12? Not all from work, but working in journal-
ism (and specifically public radio), I get mugs all the time. I 
actually just got one today that says ‘It’s 8:01. The news is next.’ 
There’s a tie for my favorite: One says ‘Do what you love, love 
what you do,’ and the other says, ‘I listened to NPR before it 
was cool.’ Both were given to me when I needed encourage-
ment to stick with it.”

The 
audience 
is finding 
a place 
in news, 
shaping the 
way that 
journalists tell 
stories.
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Photographer
Tim Goessman, 2013

Staff Photographer 
Gillette News Record, Gillette, Wyo.

Interview By Loren Benoit

Social media classroom lessons taught  
the workflow needed to produce a rush of news 
A photojournalism graduate of the University of Montana School of Journalism in 
2013, Tim Goessman is no stranger to the news process and disruption. A photogra-
pher who loves telling stories through his images, Goessman landed photo internships 
with the Great Falls Tribune and the Saginaw News and is currently a staff photogra-
pher at the Gillette News Record in Gillette, Wyo. “Feeding the beast” is a never-ending 
process, says Goessman, but the experiences have taught valuable skills.  

Can you explain what you do for the news agency 
and your responsibilities?
“My current job is staff photographer at the Gillette (Wyo.) 
News Record. One other staff photographer and myself are re-
sponsible for all of the visual content in the paper and online. 
We shoot news, sports, and features for an evening paper that 
publishes Monday-Friday and Sunday. Every day we have two 
local stories, and we are responsible for a special section on 
Thursday. Sunday we have a cover story, one local story, and a 
living story we are responsible for. We aren’t usually assigned 
any video, but I’ve done a couple pieces on my own.”

Since you have started, has there been any change 
to news gathering and uses of social media in the 
news process?
“Since I started here, there hasn’t been any change in regards 
to social media. We’re pretty light on that here because our site 
has a pay wall. When you click on a story you only get the first 
couple of paragraphs. Thankfully, you can see all of the photos 
without a cost. I Tweet, and I have a personal as well as a work 
Instagram and YouTube account. We have an online editor 
who works from her home in Utah and she publishes all of 
our content on Facebook and Twitter and manages a lot of the 
online content.”

How did your education at the University of Mon-
tana prepare you for these changes?  
“The emphasis on social media in my classes helped me a ton. 
I found a workflow that was comfortable for me based on what 
I was doing in class.” 

“It can be pretty daunting when you’re at an assignment and 
you know you have to make a video and an online gallery, get 
images for print, Tweet, and hopefully Instagram as well. I 
focus on print images first, which slowly builds into a gallery. 
Then I Tweet, Instagram, and, finally, do video.” 

“This workflow came as a result of trying things out, working 
for the Kaimin (campus newspaper) and shooting for class. It 
has enabled me to stay calm when I’m out on assignment. My 
writing skills have allowed me to impress editors and help out 
reporters in a pinch. My video production skills have proved 
invaluable as well. A couple of the papers I worked at required 
video but the staffers I was interning under had no training in 
it whatsoever so I was ahead of the curve there.” 

Rapid evolution has been happening around us with 
more and more news agencies hopping onto social 
media, with some posting web first instead of print 
first. Has this at all changed the way you photo-
graph when you are on assignment? 
“Since we aren’t heavy on social media here (we’re print first, 
not web first) it doesn’t influence the way I shoot too heavily. 
My first job is to find the visual element that portrays the story 
in the most compelling way possible.” 

“Social media is really an afterthought for me. I’m not one of 
those guys that posts every single photo he takes on Insta-
gram/Facebook. A lot of the time I think it can be a distrac-
tion. I don’t feel that I need feedback from my friends and 
peers on everything I do.”

“Don’t get me wrong, I think Facebook can be a valuable tool 
for a photojournalist. I’m constantly trying to stay up on the 
latest trends and projects in the industry. It can be a guide to 
places I wouldn’t have been able to find on my own and allows 
me to follow the work of my friends. I also use it for finding 
jobs/internships and have a photo group with friends, which 
we critique on.”

Has the news process changed at all since you first 
started?
“I’ve only been out here for two years, I’ll see more change 
in my career. Feeding the beast is what I learned to call it. It’s 
never ending and it’s the reason I have a job. Journalism isn’t 
dying, it’s just adapting.”
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News Reporter
James Bruggers, 1981, 1987

Senior Reporter 
The Courier-Journal, Louisville, Ky.

Interview By Celia Tobin

‘With all the change, I feel pretty fortunate  
I’m still able to do good watchdog work’
James Bruggers received his bachelor’s from UM in 1981, and returned for his Master’s 
in Environmental Studies in 1985. He is starting his 16th year as a writer/reporter 
at The (Louisville) Courier-Journal (Gannett) in Kentucky. Bruggers was hired as an 
environmental reporter at the peak of environmental journalism, when many publica-
tions were starting to pay more attention to environmental issues. The Courier-Journal 
has a “long rich tradition” in that beat.  Now he also runs a blog for the newspaper, 
called Watchdog Earth.  

How have things changed since you started?
Bruggers said the biggest difference is the loss of much of 
the newsroom. Originally (when he began) the paper had no 
digital focus. Now it’s what drives every decision. Emphasis 
at the paper is on the website, tablets and phones. Everything 
is about building a brand, which before was something the 
newspaper provided. And while that’s still true to some extent, 
the brand really has to come from the reporter now. 

With a smaller staff, it’s also much more challenging for him 
to work on a long-term project or anything that’s more in 
depth, simply because there’s no one there to back him up and 
cover him in his absence from “daily” work. 

How has your news organization been disrupted?
On top of what’s been listed above, Bruggers said the news-
room is a much different environment now. All the job titles 
have changed. Editors are now coaches, copy editors are now 
digital producers. There’s news directors, executive producers, 
titles that are in some part modeled on a broadcast newsroom 
model. But there are many fewer of them, which leads to a 
much faster editing process, which can lead to more mistakes 
being published. He said a good Sunday front page story 
might have run the gauntlet of seven editors before. Now it’s a 
supervisor and one other editor. 

There are some ways in which this change makes things sim-
pler. He said it could be a bit difficult before with six or seven 
different editors trying to leave a stamp on one story, “Like 
trying to ride a bucking bronco.” 

How has disruption affected your job?
Bruggers said he’s had to learn digital skills, how to do video 
with an iPhone, and jump into social media. It means there’s a 
lot of work to do after you finish a story.  His job is no longer 
over after it’s published, he now has to continue to work to get 
it circulated and get eyes on it. And this effort is reviewed and 
added to his personnel file.

It also means that there’s much less time to work on things. 
There isn’t a isn’t a specific deadline anymore, deadlines are 
constant. “It’s always right now,” he said.  Everything is much 
faster paced, there’s simply more to do.  On top of doing three 
to five blog posts a week, he’s covering breaking news as it 

comes along, as well as tweeting and Facebooking to push 
content. Bruggers compared it to how wire news always used 
to work.   

As for blog initiative, Bruggers volunteered when the con-
versation about blogging at the paper began in 2006. “I could 
see the digital thing was really coming and I didn’t want to 
be caught left behind.” He said it’s actually very fun, similar 
to having a column. It also opened up the ability to cover 
environmental issues in a way that was more untethered from 
the paper. 

Overall, Bruggers said he doesn’t think disruption has affected 
him as much as it’s affected many others, like others who have 
new and different newsroom jobs, and the editors who have 
been laid off from the paper. “With all the change, I feel pretty 
fortunate that I’m still able to do good watchdog work.” He 
said he thinks he’s still connecting with an audience, and his 
focus is now trying to figure out how to connect with the next 
generation of readers. 

Bruggers is also tasked with providing visuals for his online 
work. Two or three years ago, the paper gave iPhone video 
training to the entire staff.  At that point there was pressure to 
do at least one or two videos a week. Eventually a new editor 
decided it was better to have fewer videos that were better, so 
that pressure has dramatically lessened recently. 

How/whether UM education helped prepare him:
Bruggers is an old enough alum where this question is less 
relevant in terms of a discussion about disruption. But he did 
say that UM really gave him a solid understanding of being a 
reporter, and what it takes to be a good one. And that’s a skill 
set he’s been able to expand upon.   

Advice for students entering the workforce?
Bruggers believes the good news about being younger is that 
there’s real opportunity right now. A lot of the older genera-
tion are gone and publications are continuing to hiring young 
people. A job that used to require 10 years of experience might 
now just require two, plus a certain set of skills. He suggested 
looking for nontraditional media outlets and emphasized the 
importance of being your own brand and finding a particular 
niche. Be as adaptable as you can. Try to have as diversified a 
skill set as possible. Follow the areas you’re passionate about. 

“I’ve also heard that people in their early 20s are checking text 
messages during job interviews.  So I’d suggest not doing that.” 
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“We had to go from scratch 
to create something 
we thought would be 
successful. We were also 
working with a very small 
budget, so we had to use 
limited equipment. (The 
project) also inspired me to 
give up a pretty comfortable 
job, financially, ... to pursue 
what I really want to do, 
which is outdoor and action 
sports film.” 

UM Alum Galen Murray talks about 
navigating, and creating, disruption,
in his media projects and in his career.


